Please contact the instructor with any questions regarding your class: Jennifer Austin, KaleidoscopeStainedGlass@hotmail.com, 336 578-2175/336 266-1546

Driving Directions:

For google maps search or if you GPS your way to the studio, the physical address is:

2901 S. Jim Minor Rd., Mebane NC 27302

Otherwise, you can come in from two different directions.

-------------------------------------------------

from HWY 54W from Chapel Hill/Carrboro toward Graham:

(from Chapel Hill/Carrboro, it is about a 30 minute drive)

Take Hwy 54W from Chapel Hill/Carrboro toward Graham. Take a right onto Mebane Oaks Road.

Follow Mebane Oaks Rd. for about 3.6 miles

Make a left onto S. Jim Minor Rd.

Continue on S. Jim Minor Rd (when the road forks at a stop sign at Turner Rd., just keep following Jim Minor Rd. and cross the little bridge.)

Turn left onto the 2nd gravel drive past the bridge at mailbox #2863 (mailbox numbers are NOT sequential!)

*PLEASE keep in mind that when you near the studio, the house/mailbox numbers are NOT sequential! It can be confusing!*

The studio is the white metal building toward the back of the property.

Follow the gravel drive; it will fork to the right toward the white metal building. Just park wherever seems logical (if there is enough room, please try to keep the circle drive open).
If you are coming in on I-40 (from Durham/Hillsborough or from Greensboro):

Take I-40 toward Mebane.

Take exit #153 (Hwy 119 exit).

Take a left off the ramp (from Durham/Hillsborough) or a right (from Greensboro).

Continue through a few stoplights for about 3.0 miles until you come to a flashing light.

Make a left onto S. Jim Minor Rd.

Travel just over a mile (1.4 miles) and turn right onto the gravel drive at mailbox #2863

*PLEASE keep in mind that when you near the studio, the house/mailbox numbers are NOT sequential! It can be confusing!*

The studio is the white metal building toward the back of the property.

Follow the gravel drive; it will fork to the right toward the white metal building. Just park wherever seems logical (if there is enough room, please try to keep the circle drive open).

If you are coming in on I-40 (from Durham/Hillsborough or from Greensboro):

Take I-40 toward Mebane.

Take exit #153 (Hwy 119 exit).

Take a left off the ramp (from Durham/Hillsborough) or a right (from Greensboro).

Continue through a few stoplights for about 3.0 miles until you come to a flashing light.

Make a left onto S. Jim Minor Rd.

Travel just over a mile (1.4 miles) and turn right onto the gravel drive at mailbox #2863
*PLEASE keep in mind that when you near the studio, the house/mailbox numbers are NOT sequential! It can be confusing!*

The studio is the **white metal building toward the back of the property.***

*Follow the gravel drive; it will fork to the right toward the white metal building. Just park wherever seems logical (if there is enough room, please try to keep the circle drive open).*